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Abstract

I analyse central bank transparency when the central bank�s objective function is
its private information. Non-transparency exists when the public does not observe the
action of the central bank and an unobservable component of the in�ation-control error
keeps the public from using its observation of in�ation to infer the action, and hence,
the central bank�s objective. The degree of transparency is de�ned as the fraction of the
in�ation-control error that is observable. This notion is similar to that of Cukierman and
Meltzer [9], Faust and Svensson [13], [14] and others. I �nd a number of results; some
are di¤erent than what previous authors have found and others are novel.
I demonstrate that non-transparent central banks with private information in�ate

less than central banks in a regime with perfect information. Moreover, in contrast to
transparent central banks with private information, non-transparent banks with private
information respond optimally to shocks.
Increased transparency lowers planned in�ation, but surprisingly, it can worsen the

public�s ability to infer the central bank�s objective function. I �nd that, no matter what
their preferences, central banks and societies are made better o¤ by more transparency. I
further demonstrate that the transparent regime is not the same as the non-transparent
regime when non-transparency goes to zero. I show that planned in�ation is not nec-
essarily lower in the transparent regime than in the non-transparent regime. However,
numerical results suggest that all central banks and societies are better o¤ in the trans-
parent regime.
JEL classi�cation: 58
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1 Introduction

The past decade has seen a restructuring of many of the world�s central banks. One

apparent intent of much of this legislation was to increase central bank transparency. A

striking result is that now most industrialised countries�central banks make monetary

policy by choosing an overnight night lending rate, or other short-term interest rate, and

then immediately and publicly announcing their choice. For many central banks this

is a sharp departure from earlier procedures. Under the leadership of Paul Volcker, for

example, the Fed never announced changes in its chosen rate; market participants were

left to determine for themselves whether or not a change had occured.1 The purpose of

this paper is to ask whether the recent transparent behaviour of central banks is desirable

from the point of view of both central banks and society.

The model is inhabited by a central bank whose welfare is increasing in unexpected

in�ation (because it increases output) and decreasing in actual in�ation. An unobserved

stochastic shock, realised after the public�s expectation is formed but before monetary

policy is made, provides a stabilisation role for central banks. Central banks di¤er by the

weight that they put on the bene�t of increased output relative to the cost of increased

in�ation. This parameter is assumed to be the policy maker�s private information and is

referred to as the central bank�s type.

The public has rational expectations; hence, if there were no private information, it

would on average correctly predict in�ation. However, if there is private information and

the public were to believe that the central bank were more in�ation averse that it actually

is, then on average in�ation would be higher than the public expected. Thus, policy

makers have an incentive to use their current policy to increase the public�s perception of

their in�ation aversion, and hence, to lower the public�s future expectation of in�ation.

Central banks choose planned in�ation, which they attempt to implement by some

action. An in�ation-control error causes actual in�ation to diverge from planned in�ation.

1See Andrews [1].
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The central bank is said to be transparent if its action and, equivalently here, its planned

in�ation are observable. With transparency, the framework is a classical signalling model,

similar to those of Vickers [30] and Sibert [25]. In equilibrium, all central banks but the

least in�ation averse choose in�ation that is lower than that that would prevail with no

private information and they respond sub-optimally to the shock. In equilibrium, their

action perfectly reveals their type.

The central bank is said to be non-transparent if its action and planned in�ation

are unobservable. If the central bank is non-transparent, the public�s ability to infer the

central bank�s action and its planned in�ation from observed in�ation is decreasing in the

relative size of the component of the in�ation-control error that is unobservable. Thus, I

will refer to this relative size as the degree of non-transparency. This is a standard view

of central bank non-transparency; it has been employed by Cukierman and Meltzer [9],

who call it ambiguity, Faust and Svensson [13], [14], Jensen [19] and Atkeson and Kehoe

[2].2

The model of non-transparent central banks that is presented here is quite similar

to the one in the seminal work of Cukierman and Meltzer [9], which was extended by

Faust and Svensson [13], [14] and Jensen [19]. These previous papers employed in�nite-

horizon models wherein market participants attempted to infer the time-varying, serially

correlated preferences of central banks using the entire history of realisations of observable

variables. The sophisticated structure of these models allowed their authors to consider

dynamic issues but their complexity made analysis di¢ cult. Cukierman and Meltzer�s

[9] elegant solution required the assumption that the weight that the central bank puts

on output relative to in�ation follows an AR(1) process with normally distributed errors,

and hence can be negative. I will argue that this assumption helps drive their result

that central banks may bene�t from ambiguity. Faust and Svensson�s [13], [14] extension

2There are other notions of central bank transparency and non-transparency may matter in other
ways than the one it does here. See, for example, Gersbach [18] and Geraats [15], Cukierman [8] and
Atkeson and Kehoe [2]. See Geraats and Eij¢ nger [17] for a detailed classi�cation of di¤erent notions of
transparency and a ranking of some central banks using this scale. See Geraats [16] for a survey of the
literature on transparency.
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required numerical solution, making the intuition somewhat opaque.

The model presented here has only two periods and it is meant to complement the

previous literature by focusing attention on the precise role of private information and

non-transparency. For a simple stochastic structure, the model can be solved analytically,

enhancing intuition. For a di¤erent stochastic structure the model is solved numerically.

I am able to obtain a number of results; some support the results of previous work, but

some are in stark contrast and others are novel.

I �nd, as do previous authors, that planned in�ation is lower with non-transparency

and private information than it would be with full information. I also demonstrate that

planned in�ation is higher than would prevail in a full-information command optimum. I

show the novel result, that policy makers respond optimally to shocks. The lower in�ation

that results from non-transparency and private information is not at the expense of the

central bank�s stabilisation role. This is in contrast to the scenario where there is private

information and transparency.

I �nd, in line with previous work, that a marginal increase in transparency increases

the incentive to signal and lowers equilibrium planned in�ation. I also �nd that increased

transparency lowers the variance of planned in�ation. I further demonstrate the surprising

result, not found in Cukierman and Meltzer [9] and in contrast to what is suggested by

Faust and Svensson [13], that increased transparency can worsen the public�s ability

to infer the central bank�s private information. Finally, I show that �no matter what

their preferences �both the central bank and society are always better o¤with increased

transparency. This is in contrast to Cukierman andMeltzer�s [9] and Faust and Svensson�s

[13] results.

In addition to looking at marginal changes in transparency, I compare transparent

with non-transparent regimes. This is novel; in previous work, Cukierman and Meltzer

[9], Faust and Svensson [13] and Jensen [19] all consider the limit of the non-transparent

regime as the variable representing non-transparency goes to zero. However, the simpler

structure employed here makes it clear that the outcome in this case is not the outcome
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of the transparent regime. I �nd that planned in�ation can be higher or lower in a

transparent regime than in a non-transparent regime, but both central bank and social

expected welfare is higher in the transparent regime than in the non-transparent regime.

In Section 2, a model of transparent central banks is brie�y reviewed. In Section

3, I describe the model of non-transparent central banks. In Section 4, I analyse the

e¤ects of marginal changes in transparency in the non-transparent regime and compare

transparent and non-transparent regimes. In Section 5, I brie�y discuss an alternative

notion of central bank transparency and conclude.

2 A Transparent Central Bank

The two-period model is inhabited by a monetary policy maker, refered to as the central

bank, and a private sector.3 In each period, the central bank�s welfare is increasing in

output and decreasing in squared deviations of in�ation from its optimal level, normalised

to zero.4 Either nominal wage contracting and rational expectations, as in the Barro-

Gordon [4] framework, or a Lucas [20] expectations view of aggregate supply ensure that

output is increasing in unexpected in�ation.

The central bank has private information about the weight, �, that it puts on the

bene�t of increased output relative to the cost of higher in�ation. I assume that this

weight is drawn from a known distribution with a continuous density function f and

support [�L; �U ] � R+ . This preference parameter might re�ect a desire to obtain a

future job, pressure from the government, the press, the electorate, or a special interest

group, as well as fundamental preferences or beliefs about the economy.

3Many modern central banks have monetary policy committees made up of policy makers with over-
lapping �nite terms rather than either in�nite-lived or �nite-lived single policy makers. Sibert [26] models
reputation building in a monetary policy committee.

4This linear-quadratic speci�cation is used by Backus and Dri¢ ll [3], Cukierman and Meltzer [9]
and Sibert [25]. Faust and Svensson [13], [14] assume that central bank welfare is decreasing in both
squared in�ation and squared deviations from a long-run employment target. This target is the private
information of the central bank. See Sibert [25] for a discussion of the loss function assumed here relative
to one which is quadratic in output (or employment), as well as in�ation. Faust and Svensson [13] object
to the linear-quadratic speci�cation, saying that in an in�nite-horizon model it causes high- and low-
credibility central banks to behave in the same way. This is not relevant in this two-period model. Jensen
[19] modi�es Faust and Svensson�s framework by using a New Keynesian Phillips curve.
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The welfare of a central bank with preference parameter � is

��0 (�0 � �e0)� �20=2 + �
�
��1 (�1 � �e1)� �21=2

�
; 0 < � < 1; (1)

where �t is period-t in�ation, �et is the public�s beginning-of-period-t expectation of

period-t in�ation, t = 0; 1, and � is a commonly known discount factor. The random

variable �t; t = 0; 1, has mean one, support [�L; �U ] � R+ and can be viewed as a shock

to the expectations-augmented Phillips curve; a higher value of the shock creating a more

favourable tradeo¤ between output and unexpected in�ation. I will refer to this variable

as a Phillips curve shock. In the Barro-Gordon [4] framework with a Cobb-Douglas pro-

duction function, it can be interpreted as a shock to labour�s share of output; in the

Lucas [20] framework it is a shock to the variance of aggregate demand.

Period-t in�ation is the sum of the time-t action of the central bank, at, and an

unobservable mean-zero in�ation control error �t:

�t = at + �t; t = 0; 1: (2)

The variables �; �0; �1; �0 and �1 are assumed to be mutually independent.

The within-period timing of events is as follows. First, the public forms its expectation

of the period�s in�ation. Second, the Phillip�s curve shock is realised and observed by

the public and the central bank. Third, the central bank chooses its action and this is

observed by the public. Fourth, in�ation is realised and is observed by the public and

the central bank.

The model is a classic signalling model, of the type originally described by Spence

[28]. This monetary policy version is similar to the model in Sibert [25] and to the model

in Vickers [30] (where � can take on two possible values and there is no Phillip�s curve

shock). The solution is as follows. In period one, as there is no future to consider,

the central bank chooses the action that maximises its within-period expected welfare.
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As the public�s expectation of period-one in�ation is formed before the central bank

chooses its period-one action this expectation does not a¤ect the central bank�s optimi-

sation problem in period one. Using equations (1) and (2), the central bank maximises

E
�
� (a1 + �1)�1 � (a1 + �1)

2 =2
�
; where the expectation is with respect �1. The solution

is a1 = ��1: Given that none of the random variables are correlated and that �1 has mean

one, the public�s expectation of period-one in�ation is its expectation of �.

I consider outcomes where the central bank�s period-zero action reveals �. The public

conjectures that the central bank follows the policy rule a0 = a�0(�; �0). I conjecture

that a�0 (�; �0) is di¤erentiable and invertible.5 Thus, upon observing a0 and �0 the public

infers that � = a��10 (a0; �0), where a
��1
0 (�; �0) is the inverse of a�0 with respect to �. Thus,

�e1 = a
��1
0 (a0; �0):

Using this, employing equations (1) and (2) and ignoring terms that do not a¤ect

period-zero optimisation, the central bank�s period-zero objective function can be written

as

�a0�0 � a20=2� ��a��10 (a0; �0): (3)

The �rst- and second order conditions are

��0 � a0 � ��@a��10 (a0; �0)=@a0 = 0 (4)

1 + ��@2a��10 (a0; �0)=@a
2
0 > 0; (5)

respectively.

Rational expectations requires that the public�s conjecture is correct so that a0 =

5This is seen to be correct in equilbrium. Using Maileth�s [21] results, no non-di¤erentiable rule can
be a separating equilibrium.
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a�0(�; �0) = a0(�; �0). Substituting this into (4) and (5) yields
6

a0 (�; �0) = ��0 �
��

@a0(�; �0)=@�
(6)

1� ��@
2a0(�; �0)=@�

2

(@a0(�; �0)=@�)
3 > 0: (7)

A solution to equations (6) and (7) is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium. The central

bank is maximising its own welfare while taking into account the e¤ect of its actions on

the public�s beliefs. The public�s beliefs are consistent with Bayes rule and are formed

using the correct conjecture about the central bank�s equilibrium strategy and the public�s

observation of the central bank�s action.

Equation (6) is a �rst-order di¤erential equation with no boundary condition. It is

typical in signalling models to generate a boundary condition by assuming that the sender

of the poorest quality signal (that is, the least in�ation-averse central bank) chooses its

within-period optimum:

a(�U ; �0) = �U�0: (8)

The reasoning is that the central bank�s type is revealed in equilibrium. For the type

with the � = �U , expectations could be no worse. Thus, this central bank might as well

choose its within-period optimum.7

Sibert [25] provides su¢ cient conditions for a unique solution to equations (6) - (8) to

exist and demonstrates four striking features of the equilibrium. First, @a0(�; �0)=@� > 0:

the equilibrium is separating and it is revealing; the central bank�s type is perfectly

inferred from its action. Second, 0 < a0 (�; �0) < ��0; � 2 [�L; �U): all central bankers

but the least in�ation averse in�ate less than they would without private information.

Third, a central bank�s action depends solely on its own type and the type of the least

in�ation-averse central banker; it is otherwise invariant to the distribution of �. Fourth,

@a0(�; �0)=@�0 > �; � 2 [�L; �U): central bankers with private information stabilise too
6I employ the rules: f�10(f (x)) = 1=f 0(x) and f�100(f (x)) = �f 00(x)=f 0(x)3:
7Only this outcome satis�es the D1 criterion. See Ramey [23] .
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much relative to the full-information command optimum.8

Despite the suboptimal stabilisation, it appears possible that the private information

may improve welfare; this is certainly true if the variance of the Philip�s curve shock is

su¢ ciently small. With perfect information, the type-�; � < �U , policy maker would

like to be able to commit to in�ating less than ��0, but cannot do this; once period-

zero expectations are in place, it is optimal to choose in�ation of ��0. With private

information, the policy maker has an incentive to signal that he is not less in�ation

averse than he is by lowering his in�ation below ��0. The threat that the public might

otherwise update its beliefs in a harmful way serves as a commitment device.

In addition to this separating equilibrium, where the action of the central bank is a

one-to-one function of its type, there exist pooling equilibria where central banks of dif-

ferent types select the same action. These equilibria are supported by out-of-equilibrium

beliefs that are not ruled out by the Bayesian equilibrium concept, but which are typically

viewed as unappealing.9

The model is in sharp contrast to Backus and Dri¢ ll�s [3] model of uncertainty about

central bank types and in�ation. In that framework there are two types of central bank:

one is strategic and puts some weight on output and one is mechanistic and always votes

for zero in�ation. Here, all central banks are strategic, but di¤er in their degree of in�ation

aversion. In Backus and Dri¢ ll�s model there may be pooling in period zero as strategic

types vote for zero in�ation in an attempt to masquerade as non-strategic types. Here

there is separation in period zero as in�ation-averse types in�ate less than they would if

there were no private information to signal that they are not a less in�ation-averse type.

In Bachus and Dri¢ ll�s T -period model, once a strategic policy maker choses positive

in�ation he will choose it for ever after. In a more general T -period version of the model

presented here, even without time-varying preferences, signalling can occur in all periods

8The full-information command optimum has a0 (�; �0) = � (�0 � 1).
9This is formalised with the result that these equilibria violate the D1 criterion. See Ramey [23]. the

D1 criterion is the continuum-of-types analogue of Cho and Kreps�s [6] Intuitive Criterion.
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except the last.10

In this next section, I show that adding noise to the public�s observation of the central

bank�s action dramatically changes the qualitative features of the equilbrium.

3 A Non-transparent Central Bank

In this section I present a model of a non-transparent central bank. In modelling non-

transparency, one might view the central bank as choosing planned in�ation. Then,

depending on its forecasts and its current beliefs about how the economy works, it chooses

an action. The outcome of the action is in�ation. Non-transparency might enter in two

ways. First, the public might not know the central bank�s forecast or its current view

of how the economy functions. Thus, the action of the central bank might depend not

only on its type, but on other random variables observed by the central bank but not

the public. Second, the central bank�s action might be unobservable and actual in�ation

does not perfectly reveal the action because the in�ation-control error is unobservable.

Here, I focus solely on the second type of transparency, returning brie�y to the �rst type

in the conclusion.

This type of non-transparency assumed here has appeared previously in the monetary

policy literature in papers by Cukierman and Meltzer [9] and Faust and Svensson [13].

Both of these pairs of authors view the central bank�s choice variable as planned in�a-

tion, rather than as an action. However, because they also focus on non-transparency

arising from unobservable noise (the in�ation-control error) rather than from noise which

is the central bank�s private information (for example, its forecast), this distinction is

unimportant in their papers as it is unimportant in this one.11

10The reason that signalling continues even after the central bank�s type is revealed is because the
public expects this and updates its beliefs if it observes an out-of-equilibrium event. See Vincent [31]
and Sibert [25]. In Backus and Dri¢ ll [3] it is technologically impossible for a mechanistic type to
chose positive in�ation; hence an observation of positive in�ation implies that the central bank must
be strategic. If preferences here were to vary stochastically over time and were serially correlated, then
information revealed in period t � 1 would have no e¤ect on the outcome in period t, t < T . This is
because the outcome is invariant to the distribution of �:
11Neither Cukierman and Meltzer [9] nor Faust and Svensson [13] assume that the action of the central

bank is uobservable; indeed Faust and Svensson state that it is observable. However, in neither paper
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The noisy signalling model here is also similar in structure to Matthew and Mirman�s

[22] two-action (for the receiver of the signal) signalling model of a �rm facing a po-

tential entrant. There, the incumbent �rm has private information about its own costs

of production. It chooses an unobservable intent (its planned price) and carries out an

unobservable action (the choice of a quantity). An unobservable control error (a demand

shock) then causes the actual price to deviate from the planned price.

I continue to use equation (2) from the previous section: ~�t = at + �t, except that I

now denote time-t in�ation by ~�t and I assume that the time-t action at is unobservable

by the public. Alternatively, I could assume that the public sees some noisy intermediate

consequence of the policy maker�s action, such as money growth, and assume that in�ation

equals money growth plus an error term. The linear-quadratic preference speci�cation

ensures that this would be equivalent.

To focus on transparency, rather than on the central bank�s ability to control in�ation,

I follow Faust and Svensson [13] in de�ning

�t = (1� �) �t; �t = ��t; 0 � � < 1; t = 0; 1; (9)

where �t is observable by the public by the end of period t while �t is not and these

two variables are uncorrelated. I then view the variance of �t as �xed and de�ne an

increase in transparency to be a decrease in the variance of �t, denoted by �2� , resulting

from an increase in �. Increases in transparency might arise from changes in the quality

and frequency of documents such as in�ation reports that educate the public about the

in�ation-transmission mechanism.

I assume that �0 and �1 have the known density function g. Cukierman and Meltzer

[9] and Faust and Svensson [13] assume that the support of �0 and �1 is the real line, and

I will temporarily assume this as well. Faust and Svensson [14] view �2� as the choice

of the central bank; I model it as exogenous. This distinction is irrelevant if all central

does the public attempt to use an observation of the action to infer the central bank�s type.
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bank types would choose the same �2� . However, if di¤erent types were to prefer di¤erent

values of �2� and could choose this variable then their choice would convey information

about their type and this would be used by the public in its estimation of �.

I further de�ne �t � ~�t � �t. I will refer to �t from now on as in�ation, but it should

be understood as in�ation, less the observable component of the in�ation-control error.

Thus,

�t = at + �t: (10)

The action at can be interpreted as, and will be referred to as, planned in�ation. The

distinction between �t and ~�t has no consequence for any of the results.

Before proceeding with the analysis, it is useful to ask when the model of the previous

section is a better description of central bank behaviour and when the model of this

section is more appropriate. Currently, many central banks appear to be transparent;

they choose a short-term interest rate and publicly announce their decision. In the United

Kingdom, for example, the Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank of England chooses

a rate at its monthy meeting and instructs its operational sta¤ to trade at this rate. This

action is widely reported in the media and it is impossible to argue that it is unobservable.

In the United States, Australia and Brazil the central bank�s monetary policy committee

chooses a rate at its monthly meeting and instructs its sta¤ to conduct open-market

operations to attempt to attain this rate. Atkeson and Kehoe [2] argue that the realised

interest rate in this case is a noisy signal of the operational sta¤�s action and this is true.

However, unless one believes that the central bank is covertly directing its sta¤ to deviate

from its wishes, the cental bank�s action is the widely publicised choice of an announced

interest rate target and this is perfectly observable. These types of central banks may be

best modelled with the framework of the previous section.

A situation where the central bank�s action may not be observable is where the central

bank has target ranges for various measures of the money supply and then conducts open-

market operations with the intent of attaining some speci�c outcome. In this case the
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action of the central bank is di¢ cult or impossible to observe. This is the scenario that

Cukierman and Meltzer [9] appear to have in mind. The Bank of Japan�s monetary

policy committee, for example, publicly announces only guidelines for its money market

operations. Another scenario where the central bank�s action is unobservable would be

where the central bank tells its operational sta¤ to attempt to attain some interest rate,

but does not announce the targeted rate. This was how the Federal Reserve conducted

policy prior to 1994. A further example would be where the central bank intervenes

in the foreign exchange market with the intent of achieving a particular exchange rate

within a band, but does not announce its target exchange rate and does not publish its

intervention.

Returning to the analysis, I now now specify the optimisation problem of the central

bank, given the the public�s beliefs and information. As in the previous section, in period

one, when there is no future to consider, the central bank sets planned in�ation equal to

its within-period optimum of ��1:

I assume that the Philip�s curve shocks, the in�ation-control shocks and the preference

parameter are contemporaneously and serially uncorrelated; hence, the public�s expecta-

tion of period-one in�ation is equal to its expectation of �, given its conjecture about

central bank behaviour and its observations of �0 and �0. As in the previous section, the

public conjectures that period-zero planned in�ation is a function of the central bank�s

type and is given by a0 = a�0 (�; �0) :

Given the public�s conjecture, equation (10) implies that there is a stochastic relation-

ship between �0 and �. The joint density function of �0 and �, conditional on the conjec-

tured policy rule and �0 is then g(�0�a�0 (�; �0))f(�), where it is recalled that f is the den-

sity function of �. The marginal density function of �0 is then
R �U
�L
g(�0�a�0 (s; �0))f(s)ds.

Thus, the density function of � conditional on the conjectured policy rule, �0 and �0 is
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g(�0 � a�0 (�; �0))f(�)=
R �U
�L
g(�0 � a�0 (s; �0))f(s)ds and

�e1 = E(�j�0; �0; a�0 (�; �0)) =
Z �U

�L

xg(�0 � a�0 (x; �0))f(x)R �U
�L
g(�0 � a�0 (s; �0))f(s)ds

dx: (11)

The central bank�s expectation of this, given its choice of planned in�ation, �0 and

the public�s conjecture is

E(�e1ja0; �0; a�0 (�; �0)) =
Z
R

Z �U

�L

xg(�0 � a�0 (x; �0))f(x)R �U
�L
g(�0 � a�0 (s; �0))f(s)ds

dx g(�0 � a0)d�0: (12)

Using equations (1) and (12) and ignoring terms that do not a¤ect the optimisation

problem, the central bank�s objective function can be written as

�a0�0 � a20=2� ��E (�e1ja0; �0; a�0 (�; �0)) : (13)

Using equation (12), the �rst-order and second-order conditions are

a0 = ��0 + ��

Z
R

Z �U

�L

xg(�0 � a�0 (x; �0))f(x)R �U
�L
g(�0 � a�0 (s; �0))f(s)

dx g0(�0 � a0)d�0 (14)

and

1 + ��

Z
R

Z �U

�L

xg(�0 � a�0 (x; �0))f(x)R �U
�L
g(�0 � a�0 (s; �0))f(s)

dx g00(�0 � a0)d�0 > 0; (15)

respectively.

In equilibrium, the public�s conjecture about the action rule is correct and a0 =

a0 (�; �0) = a
�
0 (�; �0) : Substituting this into equations (14) and (15) yields the following

de�nition.

De�nition 1 An equilibrium is a function a0 (�; �0) such that for every � 2 [�L; �U ]
and �0 2 [�L; �U ] ;

a0 (�; �0) = ��0+��

Z
R

Z �U

�L

xg(�0 � a0 (x; �0))f(x)R �U
�L
g(�0 � a0 (s; �0))f(s)ds

dx g0(�0�a0 (�; �0))d�0: (16)
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1 + ��

Z
R

Z �U

�L

xg(�0 � a0 (x; �0))f(x)R �U
�L
g(�0 � a0 (s; �0))f(s)ds

dx g00(�0 � a0 (�; �0))d�0 > 0: (17)

The set of possible equilibria here appears to be starkly di¤erent than the one in

the previous section. In the last section, a continuum of perfect Bayesian separating

equilibria were given by a di¤erential equation without a boundary condition and co-

existed with a continuum of pooling equilibria. Additional re�nements ruled out all but

one separating equilibrium. Here, it appears possible for the perfect Bayesian equilibrium

to be be unique �at least there is not a continuum of equilibria �and it is separating.12

In the previous section, the equilibrium was revealing, here it is not.13

In the next section, I consider how marginal changes in transparency a¤ect in�ation

and welfare and I compare welfare in regimes with and without transparency.

4 The E¤ects of Imperfect In�ation Control and Transparency

I now consider the e¤ect of transparency on the equilibrium outcome. I �rst consider an

analytical model and then a numerical one.

4.1 Analytical results

Assume that

� � U(�L; �U); �t � U(�w=2; w=2): (18)

This departs from the assumptions made so far in that the distribution of �t has �nite

support. A consequence of this departure is that if the planned in�ation rule a�0 (�; �)

is bounded, then the distribution of �0 has a �nite support; hence, out-of-equilibrium

beliefs matter. Unappealing out-of-equilibrium beliefs can support odd pooling equilibria.

An example of such an equilibrium is provided in the Appendix immediately following

12This local uniqueness is also found by Matthews and Mirman [22]. The result here provides some
justi�cation for Cukierman and Meltzer�s [9] andFaust and Svensson [13]�s strategy of conjecturing that
their equilibrium in linear and then solving for the coe¢ cients.
13The equilibrium here is structurally similar to the one in Dewatripont, Jewitt and Tirole [10]. There a

worker has unobserved (even by himself) ability and exerts e¤ort (which is not observed by his employer),
resulting in observed output. The employer uses his observation of output to infer the worker�s ability.
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the Proof of Proposition 1.14 These pooling equilibria have the property that if the

public observes period-zero in�ation that is too low to be consistent with the pooling

equilibrium�s planned in�ation, then the public believes that the central bank is the

least in�ation-averse type. I rule these pooling equilibria out be assuming for the rest

of section 4.1 that a (strict) increase in observed period-zero in�ation cannot lead to a

(strict) decrease in �e1.

Assume further that for every �0 2 [�L; �U ]

w � � (2�U � �L)
2�0

;

�
w

�U � �L

�2
� �0w

�U � �L
+
�

2
� 0: (19)

These assumptions are satis�ed if the noise w is su¢ ciently large.

Proposition 1 There exists an equilibrium where

a0 (�; �0) = (�0 � �)� (20)

E (�e1j�; �0) = �̂+ � (�0 � �) (�� �̂) =� (21)

where � � � (�U � �L) =(2w)

and where �̂ is the mean value of �.

Proof. See the Appendix.

The variable � can be interpreted as the central bank�s expected discounted period-

one marginal bene�t from lowering planned in�ation in period zero. It is increasing in

both the variance of � (equal to (�U � �L)
2 =12) and transparency (as w = (12�2�)

1=2).

In the following Proposition, I consider the e¤ect of imperfect in�ation control and

non-transparency on planned in�ation in period zero.

Proposition 2 For every type-� central bank:
(i) Period-zero planned in�ation is higher than the full-commitment optimum planned

in�ation when the central bank�s type is public information, but lower than the planned
in�ation that would prevail when the central bank�s type is public information and there
is discretionary policy making.
(ii) A marginal increase in transparency lowers period-zero planned in�ation.

14See Matthews and Mirman [22] for a discussion of this point.
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Proof. The proof is obvious from equation (20) and � 2 (0; 1), which follows from

assumption (19).

Part (i) is novel and says that with non-transparency, all central bank types set

planned in�ation above the full-information command optimum (a0 = � (�0 � 1)) and

below the full-information discretionary outcome (a0 = ��0). This di¤ers from the

transparent regime, where planned in�ation need not be greater than full-information

command optimum planned in�ation and where the least in�ation-averse type chooses

the full-information discretionary outcome.

Part (ii) was also obtained by Cukierman and Meltzer [9] and Faust and Svensson

[13]. The intuition is that when transparency increases, for a given planned-in�ation rule,

actual in�ation becomes more informative. This increases the incentive of the central

bank to lower in�ation.

Proposition 3 The central bank responds to a shock in the same way that it would with
full information or in a full-information command optimum; that is, @a0 (�; �0) =@�0 = �.

Proof. Obvious from equation (20).

This is a surprising result. Proposition 2 tells us that private information and non-

transparency reduces the in�ation bias associated with full-information policy making.

This proposition says that it does so without a¤ecting the central bank�s stabilisation

role. Since Rogo¤�s [24] seminal paper, the prevailing belief among macroeconomists has

been that decreasing the in�ation bias must be at the expense of suboptimal stabilisation.

The above result is in sharp contrast to the model of the previous section, where

transparency and private information leads to suboptimal stabilisation The intuition

behind the outcome of the previous section is that the type-�U central banker responds

to an increase in �0 by increasing planned in�ation at rate �U . Hence, a marginally

more in�ation averse type-� central banker can respond to the shock at a rate greater

than � and still separate himself from the type-�U central banker. Thus, by a backwards

recursion argument, all central bankers with � < �U respond to a shock by increasing
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in�ation at rate greater than their type �. This does not happen here because the type-�U

central banker does not choose his within-period optimum.

In the next proposition, I consider how imperfect in�ation control and transparency

a¤ect the public�s ability to infer the central bank�s type, given their observation of �0

and �0. The public�s squared forecast error is E
�
[�� E (�j�0; �)]2 j�0

	
: The public�s

forecasting ability is said to be improved if this error falls.

Proposition 4 (i) The public believes that the type-� central bank is more (less) in�ation
averse than it actually is if � < (>) �̂:
(ii) A marginal increase in transparency lowers the variance of planned in�ation (con-

ditional solely on �0).
(iii) A marginal increase in transparency improves (worsens) the public�s forecasting

ability if �0 > (<) 2a.

Proof. Obvious from equations (20) and (21).

Part (i) is a straightforward consequence of non-transparency. To see this, suppose

that the public observes higher than average in�ation. Then it infers that it is more likely

than not that actual in�ation is higher than intended. Likewise, if the public observes

lower than average in�ation it infers that in�ation is lower than intented. The further is

actual in�ation from mean in�ation, the larger the public�s estimation of the magnitude

of the unobservable control error. This tends to bias the public�s estimate of the central

bank�s type toward the mean.

Result (ii) is more surprising. In�ation-averse central banks set their in�ation below

less in�ation-averse central banks to signal that they are more in�ation averse. However,

as transparency increases the central banks "separate" less. The reason is as follows. As

transparency increases and in�ation becomes more informative, the incentive to lower

in�ation increases. But, this incentive increases more for less in�ation-averse types than

for more in�ation-averse types. This is because the less in�ation-averse the central bank

is, the more weight it puts on output in period one and the greater the bene�t of being

thought less in�ation averse. Thus, increased transparency lowers planned in�ation more
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for less in�ation-averse types than for more in�ation-averse types. This �attens planned

in�ation as a function of the central bank�s type.

Quite surprisingly, part (iii) says that increased transparency need not improve the

public�s forecasting ability. This is the opposite of what Faust and Svensson [13] suggest

and is a consequence of parts (i) and (ii). For a given in�ation rule, increased transparency

improves the public�s ability to forecast. But, it also changes the planned-in�ation rule,

making planned in�ation less informative.

I de�ne a central bank�s expected welfare to be its welfare conditional on its type, but

not on �0. I de�ne a society of type-�
��s welfare to be

�� (�0 � �e0)�0 � �20=2 + �
�
�� (�1 � �e1)�1 � �21=2

�
; 0 < � < 1; �� 2 [�L; �U ] (22)

and its expected welfare to the expected value of this conditional on its own preference

parameter, ��, but not on �0 or the central bank�s preference parameter, �. The next

proposition shows how private information and non-transparency a¤ects a central bank�s

welfare and society�s welfare.

Proposition 5 (i) A central bank with � � �̂ is better o¤ with private information and
non-transparency than with full information. If �L is su¢ ciently close to zero, then a
central bank with � su¢ ciently close to �L may be made worse o¤.
(i) A marginal increase in transparency raises the expected welfare of the type-� central

bank for every � � [�U ; �L] :
(ii) A marginal increase in transparency raises the expected welfare of the type-��

society for every �� � [�U ; �L]

Proof. See the Appendix.

In the game theory literature, it is usual for private information and costly signalling

to make the senders of the signal worse o¤. Here, the presence of the time-inconsistency

problem causes the private information to improve matters for some central banks. The

incentive to separate themselves from less in�ation-averse types makes it credible that

central banks will choose lower in�ation than they would if there were no private infor-

mation. The bene�ts of the private information are not spread evenly, however, across
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central banks. Proposition 4 suggests that less in�ation-averse types bene�t more as they

are thought to be more in�ation averse than they are and more in�ation-averse types are

thought to be less in�ation averse than they are. Thus, less in�ation-averse central banks

are made better o¤ by the presence of private information. But if a central bank is suf-

�ciently in�ation averse, it appears possible that it could be made worse o¤. This turns

out not to be the case.

Part (ii) says that increased transparency bene�ts all central banks and all societies. It

lessens the in�ation bias associated with the time-inconsistency problem without a¤ecting

stabilisation. This is su¢ ciently important to less in�ation-averse types that it o¤sets

the negative impact of the higher period-one in�ationary expectations.

Part (ii) is in contrast to the results in Cukierman and Meltzer [9] and Faust and

Svensson [13] where an increase in transparency can lower average (over �) central bank

expected welfare. The reason for the di¤erence may be due to a di¤erent speci�cation

of the distributions of shocks and the speci�cation of preferences. Rather than assum-

ing a time-varying output shock, �t, Cukierman and Meltzer assume that the private-

information component of preferences is time-varying, following an AR(1) process with a

mean-zero normally distributed error. This means that their analogue of � can be nega-

tive; indeed, as the fraction of preferences accounted for by the unknown component goes

to one, it becomes as likely to be negative as positive. As a result, policy makers may

dislike output and may want to produce less output than is expected. This means that,

not only do high-� types bene�t at times from being thought less in�ation averse than

they are, but low-� types may bene�t at times from being thought more in�ation-averse

than they are.

4.2 Numerical results

In this subsection I assume that the in�ation control errors are normally distributed as

in Cukierman and Meltzer [9] and I solve the functional equation (16) for a0 (�; �). The

functional equation is solved using a variant of Nystr½om�s method due to Tauchen and
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Hussey [29].15

I continue to assume that � is uniformly distributed. To ensure a positive weight is

always put on output, I assume a mean-one gamma distribution for the Phillips curve

shock. I assume that � = 0:8 and consider both a case where the central bank population

is relatively in�ation averse (�̂ = 2) and a case where it is less in�ation averse (�̂ = 4).

For each of these cases I consider di¤erent degrees of initial uncertainty about the policy

maker population (�U = �̂ + 0:5; 1:0; 1:5) and di¤erent variances for the Phillip�s curve

shock (�2� = 0:5; 1:0; 1:5). For each scenario I let �
2
� = 0:5; 1:0; :::; 5:0. I continue to de�ne

the central bank�s expected welfare and society�s expected welfare as in the previous

section. The result is stark.

Numerical Result. In all of the numerical experiments considered, increased trans-
parency increased the expected welfare of all central bank types and all society types.

While these experiments hardly exhaust the parameter space, this result does suggest

that it cannot be usual for transparency to be undesirable. This is again in contrast to

Cukierman and Meltzer�s analytical results and is in agreement with Faust and Svensson

[13]�s more extensive numerical results for their di¤erent preference speci�cation.

4.3 Comparison across regimes

In this section I compare the non-transparent regimes of Sections 3 and 4 with the trans-

parent regime of Section 2. At �rst glance it might seem that this is unnecessary. One

might simply use the non-transparent model and allow �2� to go to zero. This is the

strategy of Cukierman and Meltzer [9] and Faust and Svensson [13].16 The solution to

the analytical model in subsection 4.1 is not valid for small values of �2� , but one might

use the numerical model of subsection 4.2, which is valid for arbitrarily small values of

�2� . This tactic seems questionable however. With perfect transparency there are an

uncountably in�nite number of Bayesian equilibria; what would ensure that the limit
15The program is written in Lahey-Fujitsu Fortran 90/95. Details are available on request.
16Faust and Svensson [13] view the case where �2� ! 0 as equivalent to the case where planned in�ation

is observable; Cukierman and Meltzer [9] analyse the case where �2� ! 0 but do not assert that it is
equivalent to the transparent case.
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would be the separating equilibrium that is the unique equilibrium possessing sensible

out-of-equilibrium beliefs?

Equations (6) and (8) imply that in the model of Section 2, the least-in�ation averse

type chooses his within-period optimum and @a0(�; �0)=@� ! 1 as � ! �U The in-

tuition, bolstered by Propositions 2 and 4 (for not-too-small values of �2�), is that with

non-transparency all types of central banks set planned in�ation below their within-

period optimum and that, moreover, increased transparency lowers planned in�ation and

�attens the planned-in�ation rule. This suggests that the equilibrium that prevails when

�2� goes to zero may be qualitatively di¤erent than the one where �
2
� equals zero.

This is also the case in the numerical experiments of Section 4.2. Figure 1 depicts

the case where � = 1:0; [�L; �U ] = [3:5; 4:5] ; �
2
� = 0: a typical example. It is apparent

that as �2� becomes small, the equilibrium does not converge to the equilibrium where

�2� = 0. Instead, the planned in�ation rules �attens, suggesting that, in the limit, the

equilbrium is one of the pooling equilibria, rather than a separating equilibrium. This is

consistent with Carlsson and Dasgupta�s [5] theoretical result for a two-action signalling

model. Their intuition is that as the equilibrium in the noisy signalling model is never

revealing, in the limit as the variance of the noise goes to zero, the senders of the signal

must pool.

As pooling equilibria require implausible out-of-equilibrium beliefs, I continue to view

the separating outcome of Section 2 as the sensible outcome for the case of perfect trans-

parency. Thus, to compare transparent and non-transparent regimes I compare the out-

comes in the two di¤erent models of Section 2 and Sections 3 and 4. An immediate result

follows from equation (8) and Proposition 3:

Proposition 6 Transparent central banks do not necessarily choose lower planned in�a-
tion than non-transparent central banks.

In the transparent regime, the least in�ation-averse type has no incentive to signal as

his type is revealed. This is not the case in the non-transparent regime.
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A further di¢ culty with the comparison between regimes is that when �0 is su¢ ciently

small and the central bank is transparent, a separating equilibrium may fail to exist and

it is not possible to say what the outcome is in this case. I side-step this problem by

assuming in this subsection that �2� = 0. Otherwise, I consider the same set of numerical

experiments as in the previous section. The result is as follows.

Numerical Result. In all of the numerical experiments considered, the expected welfare
of all central bank types and all society types.was higher with transparency than non-
transparency.

This appears to be a result of the lower in�ation bias in the case of perfect trans-

parency.

5 Conclusion

This paper demonstrates that increased central bank transparency leads to lower in-

�ation without a¤ecting the central bank�s stabilisation role. Surprisingly, increased

transparency need not improve the public�s ability to infer the central bank�s private

information. The results suggest that increased transparency increases the welfare of all

central bank types and all society types. Completely transparent central banks are shown

to produce qualitatively d¤erent in�ation outcomes than would occur if there were a small

amount non-transparency. Numerical results suggest that all central banks and societies

are better o¤ with complete transparency than with any amount of non-transparency.

The above results were obtained using a particular and popular notion of transparency.

The central bank is assumed to have private information about its preferences. It then

chooses planned in�ation, which it attempts to implement by carrying out an action.

An in�ation-control error causes planned and actual in�ation to diverge. The choice of

planned in�ation is made with the intent of directly a¤ecting the central bank�s wel-

fare and also with the intent of a¤ecting the public�s inference about the central bank�s

type. With complete transparency, the public observes the central bank�s action and in

equilibrium this action reveals the central bank�s type.
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With non-transparency, the central bank�s action, and hence its intent, are not ob-

served. An unobservable component of the in�ation-control error keeps the public from

inferring the central bank�s action and its planned in�ation from its observation of in-

�ation. Thus, the public is only able to form an estimate of the central bank�s private

information. Here, the degree of non-transparency is measured by the fraction of the

in�ation-control error that is unobservable.

Other notions of non-transparency are possible. An alternative would be a scenario

where a shock causes the cental bank�s action to be a random function of its planned

in�ation. If this shock is unobservable, the scenario is similar to the one analysed here; the

public solves a statistical inference problem to estimate the central bank�s type. However,

a plausible alternative is that the shock is the private information of the central bank,

perhaps its in�ation forecast or its current view of the in�ation-transmission mechanism.

While this situation is realistic it is complicated to model. The outcome would depend

upon the number and types of shocks that are the private information of the central

bank and the number of ways that the central bank could signal its private information.

Analysis is di¢ cult because some central banks might face high costs in signalling some

types of private information and low costs in signalling other types. It is possible that

the outcome is a separating equilibrium as in Section 2 or there may be multiple partially

revealling equilibria.17

17See Engers [12] for a general proof of existence in an oligopoly model with multiple signals and many
types of private information. See Stamland [27] for a model with partially revealing equilibria.
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6 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose that 0 < a0 (�U ; �0) � a0 (�L; �0) � w: Then �e1 =

E [�j�0; �0; a�0 (�; �0)] =8>>>><>>>>:
�e1L (�0; �0) =

�L+a
��1
0 (�0+w=2;�0)

2
if �0 2 [a�0 (�L; �0)� w=2; a�0 (�U ; �0)� w=2]

�̂ if �0 2 [a�0 (�U ; �0)� w=2; a�0 (�L; �0) + w=2]

�e1U (�0; �0) =
a��10 (�0�w=2;�0)+�U

2
if �0 2 [a�0 (�L; �0) + w=2; a�0 (�U ; �0) + w=2] :

(23)

We have �e1L (a
�
0 (�L; �0)� w=2; �0) = �L and �e1U (a�0 (�U ; �0) + w=2; �0) = �U ; hence the

assumption that beliefs are monotonic implies that out-of-equilibrium beliefs are given

by

�e1 = E [�j�0; �0; a�0 (�; �0)] =

8><>: �L if �0 < a
�
0 (�L; �0)� w=2

�U if �0 > a
�
0 (�U ; �0) + w=2:

(24)

By equation (23), if a0 2 [a�0 (�L; �0) ; a�0 (�U ; �0)], then E [�e1ja0; �0; a�0 (�; �0)] =

1

w

"Z a�(�U ;�0)�w=2

a0�w=2
�e1L (�0; �0) d�0 + �̂

Z a�0(�L;�0)+w=2

a�0(�U ;�0)�w=2
d�0 +

Z a0+w=2

a�0(�L;�0)+w=2

�e1U (�0; �0) d�0

#
(25)

and @E [�e1ja0; �0; a�0 (�; �0)] =@a0 = [�e1U (a0 + w=2; �0)� �e1L (a0 � w=2; �0)] =w = ( �U

- �L)= (2w) = �=�. Thus, by equation (13), the solution to the �rst-order condition

associated with the central bank�s optimisation problem is given by equation (20). The

�rst inequality in assumption (19) implies a0 (�; �0) > 0 for every � 2 [�L; �U ] and the

second inequality in assumption (19) is necessary and su¢ cient for 0 � a0 (�U ; �0) �

a0 (�L; �0) � w:

By (25)and (20), E [�e1ja0; �0; a0 (�; �0)] =

Z a0(�U ;�0)�w=2

a0�w=2

�L +
�0+w=2
�0��

2w
d�0 +

�̂

w

Z a0(�L;�0)+w=2

a0(�U ;�0)�w=2
d�0 +

Z a0+w=2

a0(�L;�0)+w=2

�0�w=2
�0��

+ �U

2w
d�0

= �̂+ (�=�) [a0 � �̂ (�0 � �)] : (26)
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Equations (20) and (26) yield equation (21).

I now show that no central bank has an incentive to deviate from the equilbrium by

setting a0 strictly greater than a0 (�U ; �0) or strictly less than a0 (�U ; �0) : To show the

former, it is su¢ cient to show that it is true for type �U . If type �U were to deviate and

set a0 > a0 (�U ; �0) ; then equations (23) and (24) imply

E (�e1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =

8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:

1
w

h
�̂
R a0(�L;�0)+w=2
a0�w=2 d�0 +

R a0(�U ;�0)+w=2
a0(�L;�0)+w=2

�e1U (�0; �0) d�0+

�U
R a0+w=2
a0(�U ;�0)+w=2

d�0

i
if a0 2 [a0 (�U ; �0) ; a0 (�L; �0) + w]

1
w

hR a0(�U ;�0)+w=2
a0�w=2 �e1U (�0; �0) d�0 + �U

R a0+w=2
a0(�U ;�0)+w=2

d�0

i
if a0 2 [a0 (�L; �0) + w; a0 (�U ; �0) + w]

�U if a0 > a0 (�U ; �0) + w:

(27)

Using equations (20), (21) and (23), equation (27) can be rewritten as

E (�e1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

�̂+ �
�
[a0 � a0 (�̂; �0)]

if a0 2 [a0 (�U ; �0) ; a0 (�L; �0) + w]
�U
4w
[2a0 � a0 (�U ; �0) + 2w]�

(a0�w)2
4w(�0��)

if a0 2 [a0 (�L; �0) + w; a0 (�U ; �0) + w]

�U if a0 > a0 (�U ; �0) + w:

(28)

By equation (13), the type-�U central bank�s welfare is decreasing in a0 if a0 > �Uf�0
- �@E (�e1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =@a0g. For a0 2 [a0 (�U ; �0) ; a0 (�L; �0) + w], equation (28) im-

plies that @E (�e1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =@a0 = �=�; hence, by equation (20) this is true if a0 >

a0 (�U ; �0), which is true. For a0 2 [a0 (�L; �0) + w; a0 (�U ; �0) + w], @E (�e1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =

@a0 = �U= (2w) - (a0 � w) = [2w (�0 � �)]; hence, welfare is decreasing in a0 if a0f1 -

��U=[a0 (�U ; �0) - a0 (�L; �0)]g > �Uf�0 - �[a0 (�U ; �0) + w]=[a0 (�U ; �0) - a0 (�L; �0)]g.

That this is true follows from w � a0 (�U ; �0) - a0 (�L; �0) � ��U (the latter inequality is

true if and only if the �rst inequality in assumption (19) holds) and a0 > a0 (�L; �0)+w:

For a0 > a0 (�U ; �0) + w, @E (�
e
1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =@a0 = 0, thus, welfare is decreasing in a0
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if a0 > �U�0: This is true if �U�0 < a0 (�U ; �0) + w, which is true if the �rst inequality

in assumption (19) holds Thus, the type-�U central bank will not deviate. (If �U�0 were

strictly greater than a0 (�U ; �0) + w, it is easy to show that type �U would deviate.)

I now show that no central bank has an incentive to deviate from the equilbrium by

setting a0 < a0 (�L; �0) : It is su¢ cient to show that it is true for type �L. If type �L

were to deviate and set a0 < a0 (�L; �0) ; then equation (??) implies that

E (�e1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =

8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:

1
w

h
�L
R a0(�L;�0)�w=2
a0�w=2 d�0 +

R a0(�U ;�0)�w=2
a0(�L;�0)�w=2

�e1L (�0; �0) d�0+

�̂
R a0+w=2
a0(�U ;�0)�w=2

d�0

i
if a0 2 [a0 (�U ; �0)� w; a0 (�L; �0)]

1
w

h
�L
R a0(�L;�0)�w=2
a0�w=2 d�0 +

R a0+w=2
a0(�L;�0)�w=2

�e1L (�0; �0) d�0

i
if a0 2 [a0 (�L; �0)� w; a0 (�U ; �0)� w]

�L if a0 < a0 (�L; �0)� w:
(29)

Using equations (20), (21) and (23), equation (29) can be rewritten as

E (�e1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

�̂+ �
�
[a0 � a0 (�̂; �0)]

if a0 2 [a0 (�U ; �0)� w; a0 (�L; �0)]
�L
4w
[a0 (�L; �0)� 2a0 + 2w] +

(a0+w)
2

4w(�0��)

if a0 2 [a0 (�L; �0)� w; a0 (�U ; �0)� w]

�L if < a0 (�L; �0)� w:

(30)

By equation (13), the type-�L central bank�s welfare is increasing in a0 if a0 < �Lf�0
- �@E (�e1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =@a0g. For a0 2 [a0 (�U ; �0)� w; a0 (�L; �0)], equation (28) im-

plies that @E (�e1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =@a0 = �=�; hence, by equation (20) this is true if a0 <

a0 (�L; �0), which is true. For a0 2 [a0 (�L; �0)� w; a0 (�U ; �0)� w], @E (�e1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =

@a0 = ��L= (2w) + (a0 + w) = [2w (�0 � �)]; hence, welfare is increasing in a0 if a0f1 +

��L=[a0 (�U ; �0) - a0 (�L; �0)]g< �Lf�0 + �[a0 (�L; �0) - w]=[a0 (�U ; �0) - a0 (�L; �0)]g.

That this is true follows from w � a0 (�U ; �0) - a0 (�L; �0) and a0 < a0 (�U ; �0)� w: For

a0 < a0 (�L; �0) � w, @E (�e1j�0; a0 (�; �0)) =@a0 = 0, thus, welfare is increasing in a0 if
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a0 < �L�0, which is true: Thus type �L will not deviate.

Proof of Proposition 3. E (�j�0; �) = E (�e1j�; �0) because �1 has mean one and is

uncorrelated with the other variables in the model. Thus, by equation (20), � > (<

)E (�j�0; �) i¤ 1 > � (�0 � �) =�. This follows by the second inequality in (19). This

proves part (i). By equation (20), V ar (a0j�0) = [(�0 � �) (�U � �L) =2]
2 =3. Di¤eren-

tiating yields @V ar (a0j�0) =@�2t = (�U � �L)
2 � (�0 � �) =36 > 0:This yields part (ii).

Part (iii) follows from the derivate of the expected squared forecasting error equaling

[(�U � �L) =6]� [1� � (�0 � �) =�] (�0 � 2�) > (<) i¤ �0 > (<)2a:

Proof of Proposition 5. By equations (20) and (21), with private information and

nontransparency

E
�
� (�0 � �e0)�0 � �20=2� ���e1�1j�

�
=
�
�2��+ (1� �)

2 (�� 2�̂)� 2��̂
	
�=2 (31)

With full information

E
�
� (�0 � �e0)�0 � �20=2� ���e1�1j�

�
=
�
�2� � 1� 2�

�
�2=2 (32)

As the other terms in the objective function are the same across regimes, equations

(31) and (32) imply that the type-� central bank prefers private information and non-

transparency to full information i¤

(1� �)2 (�� 2�̂) + 2� (�� �̂) + � > 0 (33)

The left-hand side of the above inequality is increasing in � and true for � = �̂; hence

it is true for all � > �̂: This establishes the �rst statement in part (i). It is clearly not

true at � = �L = 0; hence a continuity argument establishes the second statement in

part (i).
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By equations (26) and (21), with private information and nontransparency

E
�
�� (�0 � �e0)�0 � �20=2� ����e1�1j

�
= �̂���2��E

�
�2
� �
�2� + (1� �)

2� =2�����̂ (34)
With full information

E
�
�� (�0 � �e0)�0 � �20=2� ����e1�1

�
= ���̂�2� � E

�
�2
� �
�2� + 1

�
=2� ����̂ (35)

The right-hand side of equation (34) is larger than the right-hand side of equation

(35). As the other terms in the objective function are the same across regimes, this

establishes part (ii)

As the other terms in the objective function do not depend on �2� , to prove part (iii) it is

su¢ cient to show that the derivative of the right-hand side of equation (31) with respect to

�2� is negative. Di¤erentiating yields � (1� �) (�� 2�̂)�=6 < 0: Similarly, di¤erentiating

the right-hand side of equation (35) with respect to �2� yields �� (1� �)E (�2) =6 < 0,

proving part (iv).
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